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Linear gradient copolymer melt brushes
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~Received 7 October 2002; accepted 22 November 2002!

I consider a brush of gradient polymers, with the chains anchored at their pureA ends with the
chemical composition changing linearly along the chain up to the untethered chain tips whose
composition is pureB. Demixing of the A and B monomers results in the creation of a
thermally-controllable zone from which free ends are excluded. For high temperatures, the zone is
small and located near the grafting surface, but for lower temperatures the zone extends throughout
the layer, giving a physical manifestation of an Alexander brush. This conclusion is supported by
both scaling and numerical self-consistent field calculations. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1538603#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A particularly fruitful strategy for creating complicate
three-dimensional heterostructures in polymeric systems
embed in the primary structure of the polymers some che
cal regularity, and to take advantage of collective se
assembly effects.1 The classic example is that of the bloc
copolymers.2 Here, care is taken to implant large blocks, th
is continuous runs, of one type of monomer alternating w
another along the chain. Wonderful three-dimensional p
terns composed of two different components are possible3 In
going from diblock copolymers toABC triblock copolymers,
even more interesting patterns emerge in equilibrium.4 In-
stead of increasing the chemical complexity along the ch
by including more and more varieties of monomers, a way
increase the complexity of the equilibrium patterns is
couple the pattern to an external field, thus offering a deg
of control over the pattern, as well as enriching the ultim
behavior. Either through controlling wetting interactions,5 by
the imposition of static thermal gradients,6 or through the
application of electromagnetic fields,7 increasingly complex
patterns, with increasingly finer control, are being achiev
regularly.

The control with which monomers can be ordered alo
a polymer has grown tremendously as well in the past
years, bringing a class of ‘‘gradient’’ or ‘‘taper’’ polymer
into focus. These polymers are synthesized by controlling
relative population ofA and B monomers during synthesis
so that any particular statistical pattern for the arrangem
of the monomers on the polymer is quite easy to desig8

Block copolymers are an extreme form of these gradi
polymers, a diblock being synthesized by imposing that
probability of adding anA monomer be zero until after
certain point at which it becomes unity. Thus, the compo
tion along the chain can be designed to vary smoothly~in a
statistical sense!, so that the composition is ‘‘tapered’’ or ha
a gradient. In what follows, the chains have a linear gradie
so that the fraction ofA monomers varies linearly from th
pureA end of the chain towards the pureB end. It should be
noted that the opposite extreme, that of the rand
3890021-9606/2003/118(8)/3898/6/$20.00
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copolymer,9–11 is also possible in this scheme, so that t
probability of adding anA or a B monomer stays constan
during synthesis. Even small variations in the overall co
centration of these monomers in the bulk or a small diff
ence in the monomer reactivities is sufficient to cause a c
position ‘‘creep’’ during synthesis that can result in rando
copolymers with a slight composition drift.12,13 These acci-
dentally produced taper copolymers offer many advanta
in strengthening polymer blends at their weakest point, th
interfaces.

In most respects, these gradient copolymers behav
block copolymers made of two more compatib
monomers.8,14 While there are some differences between
block copolymer and the gradient copolymer microsegre
tion diagrams, the overall scheme is the same.A-rich do-
mains are surrounded byB-rich domains, and a variety o
geometries for the packing of the domains is possible,
cluding bicontinuous packings.

Gradient copolymers can, in one very interesting resp
act very differently from block copolymers, and that is wh
they are employed to create a polymer brush.15 These end-
confined layers can be constructed by grafting each poly
by one end at a hard, impermeable substrate. In the dib
case, I envision a grafting where eachA block is tethered to
the surface, so that theB blocks are free to stretch away from
the surface. As the temperature is lowered, the incompat
ity of the A and B blocks drives a microsegregation in th
layer, so that a layer of pureA forms at the substrate, and
layer of pureB forms at the extreme edge of the brush. T
A blocks necessarily form bridging strands extending fro
the grafting surface all the way to theAB interface. TheA
layer is thus a physical manifestation of the Alexand
brush,16,17while theB layer is a standard polymer brush.18,19

If, as has proven useful, control over the free ends of
brush is needed, then one would see a sequence of even
the diblock case in which the freeB ends are distributed
throughout the layer at high temperatures, with a distribut
highly peaked at the outer surface. As the temperatur
lowered, microsegregation in the layer causes a spontan
expulsion of theB ends from the growing Alexander-typeA
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic.~A! Two typical sequences for an
N540 linear gradient copolymer, and~B! the average
composition along the chain.~C! The brush is arranged
so that the typical monomer sequence along the chai
pure A at the grafting surface, evenly distributed b
tweenA andB in the middle of the chains, and purelyB
at the ungrafted, ‘‘free tips.’’
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layer near the grafting surface. Further reduction in tempe
ture has no effect on the location and distribution of theB
ends. Given that it is possible to engineer terminal e
groups with an almost limitless specificity of interaction wi
a targeted molecule via organic ligand interactions, m
control than this over the distribution of the chain tips m
be desirable.

Gradient copolymers, on the other hand, offer a no
control over the location and enrichment of the polymer f
ends by controlling temperature. The gradual shift in com
sition along the chain smoothes out the distribution ofA
monomers in the brush, allowing a continuous control o
both the width of zone from which free-ends are expell
and the enrichment of the tips at the free surface of the br
As with many surface applications of polymers, the critic
question can often be framed as ‘‘where are the free end
The answer to this question is of critical importance in co
sidering dendrimers,20,21 creating specific smart surfaces f
biological assays and cell adhesion,22 controlling the surface
tension of polymer blends,23 and in controlling the surface
orientation of lamellar stripes in thin films.24

The paper is organized as follows: First, I describe
simple scaling model which predicts the onset of the e
exclusion zone for linear gradient brushes. Next, I desc
how the linear gradient can be modeled in a numerical lat
self-consistent field~SCF! model.25 I then compare the be
havior of the end distribution in both the gradient a
diblock brush as a function of the incompatibility of theA
andB monomers via the Flory–Hugginsx interaction param-
eter. I then offer a few observations and make my conc
sions.

II. SCALING MODEL

The properties of the diblock copolymer brush, whe
each polymer is grafted by itsA tip are well understood, in
Downloaded 26 Mar 2003 to 134.139.180.105. Redistribution subject to 
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many models. Here, I focus on the new features introdu
when the chains in the brush are gradient copolymers.

So, lets polymers per unit area be grafted at an impe
etrable, smooth surface located atz50. The copolymers
have N segments in all, and the probability that thenth
monomer is of typeA is given by

pA~n!5
n

N
. ~1!

Then50 monomer is free to explore the volumez.0, while
then5N monomer is grafted toz50, as in Fig. 1. Thus, the
grafted monomers are allA monomers, the extreme tips o
the copolymers are entirelyB monomers, and there is a linea
relationship between monomer numbern and the average
composition along the chain. The monomers on the brush
space densely,

h5sNa3, ~2!

wherea3 is the volume occupied by a single monomer. F
the purposes of this argument, the composition of the cha
is quenched, but I will ignore the actual quenched seque
of monomers on each individual chain in favor of a coar
grained description depending only on the average comp
tion of all the monomers with the same monomer numbe

Consider first the athermal situation, in which the Flory
Huggins interaction parameter,x betweenA and B mono-
mers vanishes. When the brush height,h, satisfies

aN1/2!h!aN, ~3!

where a is the typical monomer size, the structure of t
brush is well known.18,19 Given that a single polymer in the
brush has its free end located atz0 , the average locations o
all the other monomers on the chain are known,

z~n!5z0 cos
pn

2N
. ~4!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In equilibrium, the number of free ends per grafting ar
located betweenz0 andz01dz is defined to bej(z0)dz and
is known to be

j~z0!5
s

h

z0

Ah22z0
2

, ~5!

properly normalized so that*0
hdzj(z)5s. This distribution

of ends ensures the melt condition is satisfied s
consistently, so that at each heightz in the layer the mono-
mers from all chains withz,z0 just fill all the available
space. The partial volume fraction,f(z;z0), is defined to be
the volume fraction taken up at the positionz by monomers
on a test chain whose free end is held atz0 , and is given by

f~z,z0!5a3s
dn

dz
, ~6!

so that

f~z!5E
z

h

dz0j~z0!f~z;z0![1. ~7!

Thus, the volume fraction of monomers within the brush
held constant, independent ofz.

This implies that there are considerable gradients in
A ~and henceB) monomer volume fractions. To calculate th
athermal A monomer volume fraction, it is necessary
modify Eq. ~7! slightly,

fA~z!5E
z

h

dz0j~z0!fA~z;z0!, ~8!

where

fA~z;z0!5f~z;z0!
2

p
arccos

z

z0

, ~9!

for a gradient brush and

fA~z;z0!5f~z;z0! whenz,
z0

A2
, ~10!

and vanishes otherwise, for anA-grafted diblock copolymer
brush. I have used explicitly the probability, Eq.~1! for theA
monomers as a function of monomer number, and a disc
distribution for the diblock brush. The volume fraction ofA
monomers thus determined is shown in Fig. 2, along with
distribution of monomers expected for a diblock copolym
brush for comparison.

In the gradient copolymer case, the spontaneous at
mal distribution of A monomers is quite close to what
would be in the limit of very strongly repulsiveAB interac-
tions,

fA~z!512
z

h
asx→`. ~11!

To calculate the extent of theB end-exclusion zone, I will
initially assume that independent ofx, the fA profile is ex-
actly that given in Eq.~11!. I then determine conditions
under which a chain whose composition is governed by
~1! will spontaneously extend itself over the entire bru
height,h.
Downloaded 26 Mar 2003 to 134.139.180.105. Redistribution subject to 
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First, assume that all of the chains in the brush and
test chain are constrained to lay on the vertices of a cu
lattice. Whenx is sufficiently large so that the end-exclusio
zone extends throughout the layer, all of the brush cha
have

z~n!5hS 12
n

ND . ~12!

That is, the brush chains bridge the gap fromz50 to
z5h, so that the brush is in reality an Alexander brush.16,17 I
will find the lowest value forx which will satisfy this. Let us
hold a chain identical to the brush chains so that

z~n!5
1

2
~h1Dz!2

n

N
Dz. ~13!

That is, the test chain is stretched uniformly fromh2Dz/2 to
h1Dz/2. The free energy to maintain the test chain in th
conformation is

F test5Stest1U test. ~14!

The entropy cost to maintain the chain in this conformat
is just the Gaussian elastic energy,

Stest5
3

2

Dz2

a2N
. ~15!

The enthalpic cost to maintain the test chain in this conf
mation~relative to the pureA andB substances as reference!
is

U test5x (
n50

N

f A~n!^fB~z~n!!&1 f B~n!^fA~z~n!!&. ~16!

Here, f A(n) is the probability that thenth monomer on the
chain is anA monomer, and the angled brackets represen
nearest-neighbor contact sum on a simple cubic lattice,

^Y~z!&5
1

6
@Y~z21!14Y~z!1Y~z11!#. ~17!

FIG. 2. fA for athermal brushes.A monomer concentration profiles forx
50 for a linear gradient brush~solid line! and a diblock copolymer~dashed
line!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Thus,U test is simply counting all of the pairwiseA–B con-
tacts for the test chain, with each contact costingx units of
free energy~in natural thermal units where Boltzmann’s co
stant times temperature,kBT51). For any quantity that var
ies linearly inz, this contact fraction is particularly simple

^a1bz&5a1bz. ~18!

Thus, it is a simple matter to calculateU test,

U test5xE
0

N

dnS h2Dz

2h
1

2Dzn

hN
2

2Dzn2

hN2 D , ~19!

where I use a continuous notion for the monomer numben.
Doing this integral allows the computation of the full te
free energy,

F test5
N~h2Dz/3!

2h
1

3

2

Dz2

a2N
. ~20!

The test chain will attain a spontaneous extension,Dz deter-
mined by]F test/]Dz50,

Dz*

h
5

xN2a2

18h2
5

1

18
xs22a24. ~21!

This spontaneous extension of the chain takes up the e
layer, 0,z,h whenDz* 5h, or

x5x* 518s2a4. ~22!

It can similarly be shown that whenx,x* , the spontaneous
end-exclusion zone in the layer spans a proportiona
smaller height,

Z* 5
x

x*
h518xs22a24h. ~23!

The caveat here is that forx'x* the composition profile in
the brush is linear. This is only approximately true, even
small x, and

fA~z!'12const.z log z, ~24!

for small z. Thus, there is only a rough agreement betwe
the numerical approach below and the simple linear pre
tion made in Eq.~23!.

III. SCF MODEL

The size of the zone from whichB ends are excluded a
calculated above rests on a host of assumptions that are
to relax in an analytic calculation, e.g., it is possible
achieve a temperature low enough so that all of the ch
bridge the brush layer, theA monomer profile is linear, and
so on. Here, I relax all of these assumptions, and in a
merical, self-consistent manner determine the proper sta
cal averages over all brush-chain lattice conformations
determine numericallyZ* , the extent of the end-exclusio
zone. As above, I assume that all of the chains in the sys
reside on a simple cubic lattice, withz51 marking the plane
where each grain is grafted, andz5Lz marks the extreme
edge of the brush. I assume that all quantities are homo
neous in thex andy directions in this lattice, so that I only
need to keep track of quantities that vary with height,z, in
Downloaded 26 Mar 2003 to 134.139.180.105. Redistribution subject to 
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the layer. Each chain thus has itsNth monomer located atz
51, with the rest of its monomers being played out in t
region 1<z<Lz .

The chemical gradient along the chain can be simula
directly, through generating many random quenched
quences of monomers according to the distribution given
Eq. ~1!.8,10 While such a calculation is possible, and h
proven quite successful in modeling systems consisting
random copolymers, the tack here is more coarse graine
enforce the average composition of thenth monomer along
the grafted chains by taking a suitable weighting of the Bo
zmann factors for inserting anA monomer with a given fre-
quency. So, consider thenth monomer on the chain, and th
position z in the lattice. LetUA(z) be the total energy to
place anA monomer at the positionz in the lattice, and
similarly for UB(z). Given that thenth monomer is anA
monomer for a fraction ofp(n) of the chains, the averag
energy to insert thenth monomer in the layer is

Un~z!5p~n!UA~z!1~12p~n!!UB~z!, ~25!

so that the statistical weight that should be assigned to h
ing thenth monomer located atz should be

g~z;n!5exp@2Un~z!#. ~26!

Note that this argument keeps the probabilities with whichA
andB monomers actually enter the chain to be independ
of the manner in which the chains are arranged on the latt
and that this distribution ofA andB monomers thus will not
adjust itself to attain thermodynamic equilibrium. The av
age sequence distribution on the chains is quenched
though the sequence distribution I use is necessarily coa
grained.

Given Eq.~26!, it is now possible to build up the statis
tical weight for the chains on the lattice using the usual
cursion relations of Scheutjens and Fleer.25 We can build up
the overall statistical weight to have one of the brush cha
have its first, free, monomer atz0 monomer by monomer
Inserting the first monomer atz0 imposes a statistical weight

G~z,z0 ;1!5g~z0 ;1! whenz5z0 , ~27!

and vanishes otherwise, whereG(z,z0 ;n) is the unnormal-
ized statistical weight to have thenth monomer on the chain
located atz given that the first monomer is located atz0 . The
next monomer must be adjacent to the first monomer on
chain, so that the Scheutjens and Fleer scheme correctly
counts for the connectivity of polymer chains, if not the
actual geometry leading to steric interactions. Inserting
second monomer gives a weight,

G~z,z0 ;2!5g~z;2!^G~z,z0 ;1!&, ~28!

where the angled brackets stand for the contact fraction
troduced above. The chain can continually be built up,

G~z,z0 ;n!5g~z;n!^G~z,z0 ;n21!&, ~29!

with

G~z,z0 ;N!5g~1;N!^G~z,z0 ;N21!& whenz51, ~30!

and vanishes otherwise, as theNth monomer has been des
ignated the grafted monomer.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The total free energy associated with chain conform
tions with the free end located atz is then

F~z!5 log G~1;z0 ,N!, ~31!

and the total entropic contribution to the free energy
surface area in the brush is

S5s (
z51

z5Lz

F~z!. ~32!

The enthalpic contribution to the free energy can be ca
lated by counting up all of theA–B contacts in the brush,

E5x (
z51

z5Lz

fA~z!^fB~z!&. ~33!

Calculating the averageA monomer volume fraction is pos
sible from a knowledge of theG(z,z0 ;n)’s. In particular,

fA~z!5
(n51

N p~n!(
z851

Lz G~0,z;n!G~z,z8!

(n51
N (

z851

Lz g~z,n!G~1,z8;N!
. ~34!

The point of the calculation is to determine the correct fo
for UA(z) andUB(z) so that incompressibility is enforced

fA~z!1fB~z!51, ~35!

a set ofLz highly nonlinear relations in the 2Lz unknowns,
UA(z) and UB(z). Self-consistency provides the remainin
Lz relations needed:

UA~z!5a~z!1x^fB~z!&, ~36!

with

UB~z!5a~z!1x^fA~z!&. ~37!

Only when the samea(z) can be chosen for bothUA andUB

is self-consistency satisfied. The so-called ‘‘hard-core’’ p
tential,a(z), is the usual internal potential, introduced in t
random-phase approximation26 to ensure incompressibility.

The calculation is initiated by making random initi
guesses for the potential fields,UA and UB . The values of
UA(z) andUB(z) are then continually adjusted until incom
pressibility and self-consistency are maintained, a numer
process of determining the roots of a nonlinear system ofLz

equations in 2Lz unknowns.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the results of these numerical SCF
culations compared to the scaling prediction of Sec. II. He
for molecular weights ranging fromN550 to 500, and cov-
erages ranging fromsa250.001 to 0.1 isZ* as determined
numerically. Figure 4 shows schematically a typical en
monomer density profile as determined in the lattice S
model, and the method used to determineZ* . Essentially,
the local maximum inj9(z) occurring at the smallestz is
used to determineZ* from the numerical data. Generally, fo
x!18s2a4, the linear scaling prediction is good, but there
a breakdown in scaling forx'18s2a4. While the prediction
thatZ* is equal tox/(18s2a4) is clearly not borne out, it is
clear thatxs22 is the appropriate scaling variable for th
problem. Thus, for small coverage brushes in the class
Downloaded 26 Mar 2003 to 134.139.180.105. Redistribution subject to 
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limit ~the most easily achieved scenario where the chains
Gaussian, yet fluctuations around the minimum free ene
conformations are suppressed! the threshold for controlling
the location of the free ends becomes a very sensitive fu
tion of x and therefore temperature. It is clearly possible t
a finely tunable control over the location and surface den
of the chain free ends could be engineered from this syst

It should be pointed out that even for smallx the scaling
prediction is more generallyz* /h5b18s2a4, where the con-
stant of proportionalityb'0.9. This is a consequence of th
underestimation of the variation offA(z) in the scaling ar-
gument, and represents a real effect. The general pict
however, is borne out quite well. Asx is increased, there is a
continuous responseZ* , rather than the discontinuous re
sponse found in tethered diblock layers. Also, the width
the exclusion zone does not saturate atZ* 5h/2, as in the
diblock case.

The composition gradient causes the existence of an e
exclusion zone, mimicking the behavior found for brush

FIG. 3. Scaling for SCF:Z* . Z* as calculated in the numerical SCF calc
lations compared to the scaling prediction, Eq.~23!.

FIG. 4. DeterminingZ* . The numerical determination ofZ* for L5200,
N51667, andx50.5188. The first peak inj9(z) is used to locate the
end-exclusion zone.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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grafted to convexly curved substrates.19,27Likewise, I expect
that given the existence of an end-exclusion zone for
surfaces withx'x* , causing the substrate to take on acon-
cave curvature may be sufficient to ‘‘fill-in’’ the exclusion
zone. As has been pointed out, geometric features of
chain composition, and in particular hyperbranched archi
tures, also have the capability to drive free ends into
exclusion zone.28 An interesting effect, left for future study
is how the interplay between hyperbranching and comp
tion gradients along the arms of a dendritic polymer c
control the end-distribution in dendrimers. Branching favo
spreading the free tips out as evenly as possible, while
composition gradient drives the free ends toward the o
edge of the dendrimer. It is possible that the de Gennes
Hervet ‘‘hollow-core’’ dendrimer scenario can be achieved
such a system.20 Scaling arguments and SCF analyses s
as those carried out here will be able to make a defini
answer to this question, and provide an interesting predic
for experimental, synthetic, and materials engineering
perimental initiatives.

V. CONCLUSION

I have shown through simple scaling arguments an
numerical self-consistent lattice approach that as a melt la
of end-grafted linear gradient polymers is cooled, free e
are progressively excluded from a growing zone enclos
the grafted surface. The important scale for theA–B inter-
action when this effect is most important isx'x*
518s2a4. For smalls, it is likely that saturated layers, tha
is, physical manifestations of an Alexander–de Gennes p
mer brush, can be achieved even for very smallx.
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